Holiday Celebrations Around You – Tió de Nadal

For this craft you will need:

1. This printout.
2. 1 toilet paper core.
3. 5x5in piece of (plaid) cloth to serve as a blanket.
4. 3x3in piece of red paper or felt for the hat.
5. 2x1in piece of black paper or felt for the hat trim.
6. 1 popsicle stick.
7. One 9x12 brown (or light brown) sheet of construction paper.
8. Crayons or markers.
9. Glue stick.
10. Scissors.
11. Instructions are in the Tió de Nadal craft video.

Pattern for (wood) covering
4x6.5 in

Draw and color the face within lighter inner circle.

Hat (Red paper or felt)

Hat trim (Black paper or felt)